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Bubble clouds generated by single and multi-plunging jets
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The impact of a plunging jet with a liquid surface induces air entrainment beneath the surface,
resulting in the formation of a bubble cloud (Fig. 1). This phenomenon is widely encountered in nature,
such as breaking waves in water bodies, and in industrial techniques aimed at reducing foam formation in
chemical processes. The depth (H ) of this bubble cloud is an important parameter for modeling in such
applications [1] . By employing laboratory-scale experiments and optical probes to carefully measure the
local bubble void fraction (φ), we demonstrate that a simple momentum balance, including only liquid
inertia and the buoyancy force due to the bubble cloud volume, provides a very good estimate for H when
φ is known. Furthermore, we show that bubble clouds can be classified as inertial or buoyancy-dominated
[2] based on a Froude number given by a characteristic bubble terminal speed, cloud depth and the net
void fraction of the cloud [3]. Thereby, our findings help unify a large body of data in the literature
corresponding to a wide range of injector diameters (250 µ m - 20 cm) and cloud depths from a few
centimetres to a few metres. Finally, we use a simple set-up of closely packed multi-injectors as a model
to investigate air entrainment by large scale plunging jets. Our preliminary results confirm that inertia
imparted by the plunging liquid jet and the bubble cloud volume are sufficient to determine the cloud
depth even in such complex cases, provided the bubble void fraction is given.

Figure 1. Instantaneous image of conical bubble cloud formed by plunging jet.
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